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EXCURSION PROPOSALS

with the addition of specifications regarding hotel reservations,

1. EXCURSIONS CLASSES PARTICIPATING IN THE MUSICAL COMPETITION confirmed upon

reaching a minimum number of participants

2. EXCURSIONS CLASSES NOT PARTICIPATING IN THE MUSICAL COMPETITION, confirmed

upon reaching a number minimum of participants

3. Excursions SCOOP TRAVEL GROUPS - shared excursions with fixed departure

1. EXCURSIONS CLASSES PARTICIPATING IN THE MUSICAL
COMPETITION

Silver package

Bourbon Naples

The Capital of the Kingdom
The monumental center of Naples is enclosed between Piazza Municipio, the political center of the city since

the medieval age, and Piazza Plebiscito, the ancient Largo di palazzo which assumed its present configuration

during the 19th century. Visit to the Museum of Palazzo Reale with the surprising court theater, the reception

rooms and the palatine chapel. The walk guided tour continues to Piazza Plebiscito, with the adjacent San

Carlo theater and the Umberto I gallery. to know the face that the Bourbon dynasty wanted to give to the

capital of the kingdom, in that period, the center of European history.

Duration: 3 hours

Included Services: Specialized guide, booking and entrance to the Royal Palace Museum.

Min: 20 participants

€ 30 per person

Classic Naples

A guided walk to discover the historic center of the city of Naples, a UNESCO heritage site since 1995, which
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it contains over 27 centuries of history and is the largest in Europe. The journey winds through the alleys full

of colors, scents and folklore. In particular, we will focus on: the decumani, the church of Gesù Nuovo, the

monastery of Santa Chiara, the church San Gregorio Armeno, the basilica of San Lorenzo Maggiore and the

Duomo.

Duration: 3 hours

Included Services: Specialized guide.

Min: 20 participants

€ 30 per person

San Martino Museum

The art of the Neapolitan nativity scene

The guided tour of the hilly Naples will allow us to discover two monuments that characterize urban planning

Neapolitan: the ancient Certosa, of medieval foundation and the majestic Castel Sant'Elmo, the last one built in

Naples, located on a fortress in a splendid position, from which you can enjoy a breathtaking 360 ° view over

the city of Naples, too thanks to its six-pointed star-shaped implant. We will visit the Museum of San Martino,

located inside the Certosa, which houses extraordinary collections among which the nativity scene, with the

sumptuous shepherds of the '700 and the scenographic Cuciniello Nativity, the gallery of royal carriages and

the brand new naval section with the reconstruction of the Bourbon ships.

Duration: 3 hours

Included Services: Specialized guide, booking and admission to the San Martino Museum

Min: 20 participants

€ 30 per person

Excursion to Pompeii

Transfer by bus from Naples.

Find out more about the archaeological site, with a guided walking tour inside the excavations of about 2 hours,

with a licensed guide.

Duration: half day

Included Services: Transport, Specialized Guide

Not included: Pompeii entrance ticket (Full, € 17.50 | Reduced € 3.50 (from 18 to 24 years)

Min: 30 participants

€ 55 per person

Gold package
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Classic Naples

A guided walk to discover the historic center of the city of Naples, a UNESCO heritage site since 1995, which

it contains over 27 centuries of history and is the largest in Europe. The journey winds through the alleys full

of colors, scents and folklore. In particular, we will focus on: the decumani, the church of Gesù Nuovo, the

monastery of Santa Chiara, the church San Gregorio Armeno, the basilica of San Lorenzo Maggiore and the

Duomo.

Duration: 3 hours

Included Services: Specialized guide.

Min: 20 participants

€ 30 per person

Royal Palace of Caserta and Casertavecchia

Transfer by bus from Naples. Guided tour of the Royal Apartments and the Park.

Free lunch. Transfer to San Leucio, guided tour of the Industrial Archeology section, historic apartments,

royal gardens and weaver's house.

Duration: 7/8 hours

Included Services: Transport, Specialized Guide

Not included: Entrance ticket to the Royal Palace of Caserta (Full, € 18.00 | Reduced € 2.00 (from 18 to 24

years)

Min: 30 participants

€ 75 per person

Paestum - The Valley of the Temples

Guided tour to discover the city of Paestum, called Poseidonia by the Greeks. Located at the mouth of the Sele

river it was one of the richest and most flourishing Greek colonies in southern Italy on the west coast of the

Tyrrhenian Sea. We visit the area archaeological with the temples of Hera, Neptune and Athena. Paestum,

famous for its magnificent Doric temples and the Forum, with shops and market from the Roman age. In the

Archaeological Museum, in addition to the precious artifacts found in the area, is preserved the famous fresco

of the Tomb of the diver, the only example of Greek painting of Magna Graecia.

Duration: Half day

Included Services: Transport, Specialized Guide.

Not included: Entrance ticket to the Temples of Paestum (Internal € 12.00 | Reduced € 2.00 (from 18 to 24

years)
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Min: 30 participants

€ 100 per person

Excursions

Each excursion includes what is specified in the details.

Excursions guaranteed only upon reaching the minimum number of participants.

Booking procedure: 30% deposit by November 30th - balance by April 15th.

Hotel accommodation

At the moment, it is not possible to provide fixed rates for hotel accommodations, as hotels do not guarantee

the maintenance of current availability and rates between now and the next few months.

After the quotation of the hotel services, to proceed with the blocking of the rooms, it is necessary to book the

rooms themselves, upon payment of a deposit equal to 30% of the total amount, to be sent together with the

confirmation of booking.

For more information, quotes and requests for additional services, please contact

Scoop Travel Service Srl - Travel Agency and Tour Operator

Via Gian Lorenzo Bernini 90 / a - 80129 Naples

Contacts: operative@scooptravel.it -   081/5564898

2. EXCURSIONS CLASSES NOT PARTICIPATING IN THE MUSICAL
COMPETITION

Silver package
Bourbon Naples

The Capital of the Kingdom

The monumental center of Naples is enclosed between Piazza Municipio, the political center of the city since

the medieval age, and Piazza Plebiscito, the ancient Largo di palazzo which assumed its present configuration

during the 19th century. Visit to the Museum of Palazzo Reale with the surprising court theater, the reception

rooms and the palatine chapel. The walk guided tour continues to Piazza Plebiscito, with the adjacent San

Carlo theater and the Umberto I gallery. to know the face that the Bourbon dynasty wanted to give to the

capital of the kingdom, in that period, the center of European history.

Duration: 3 hours
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Included Services: Specialized guide, booking and entrance to the Royal Palace Museum.

Min: 20 participants

€ 30 per person

Classic Naples

A guided walk to discover the historic center of the city of Naples, a UNESCO heritage site since 1995, which

it contains over 27 centuries of history and is the largest in Europe. The journey winds through the alleys full

of colors, scents and folklore. In particular, we will focus on: the decumani, the church of Gesù Nuovo, the

monastery of Santa Chiara, the church San Gregorio Armeno, the basilica of San Lorenzo Maggiore and the

Duomo.

Duration: 3 hours

Included Services: Specialized guide.

Min: 20 participants

€ 30 per person

San Martino Museum

The art of the Neapolitan nativity scene

The guided tour of the hilly Naples will allow us to discover two monuments that characterize urban planning

Neapolitan: the ancient Certosa, of medieval foundation and the majestic Castel Sant'Elmo, the last one built in

Naples, located on a fortress in a splendid position, from which you can enjoy a breathtaking 360 ° view over

the city of Naples, too thanks to its six-pointed star-shaped implant. We will visit the Museum of San Martino,

located inside the Certosa, which houses extraordinary collections among which the nativity scene, with the

sumptuous shepherds of the '700 and the scenographic Cuciniello Nativity, the gallery of royal carriages and

the brand new naval section with the reconstruction of the Bourbon ships.

Duration: 3 hours

Included Services: Specialized guide, booking and admission to the San Martino Museum

Min: 20 participants

€ 30 per person

Bourbon Gallery

A journey through time in the subsoil of the city, through 4 centuries of Naples history, admiring the remains

of statues of the Second World War, vintage cars and motorbikes.

Duration: about 1 hour

Included: Entrance ticket
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€ 20 per person

Excursion to Pompeii

Transfer by bus from Naples. Find out more about the archaeological site, with a guided walking tour inside

the excavations of about 2 hours, with a licensed guide.

Duration: half day

Included Services: Transport, Specialized Guide

Not included: Pompeii entrance ticket (Full, € 17.50 | Reduced € 3.50 (from 18 to 24 years)

Min: 30 participants

€ 55 per person

Royal Palace of Caserta and Casertavecchia

Transfer by bus from Naples. Guided tour of the Royal Apartments and the Park.

Free lunch. Transfer to San Leucio, guided tour of the Industrial Archeology section, historic apartments,

royal gardens and weaver's house.

Duration: 7/8 hours

Included Services: Transport, Specialized Guide

Not included: Entrance ticket to the Royal Palace of Caserta (Full, € 18.00 | Reduced € 2.00 (from 18 to 24

years)

Min: 30 participants

€ 75 per person

Gold package
Classic Naples

A guided walk to discover the historic center of the city of Naples, a UNESCO heritage site since 1995, which

it contains over 27 centuries of history and is the largest in Europe. The journey winds through the alleys full

of colors, scents and folklore. In particular, we will focus on: the decumani, the church of Gesù Nuovo, the

monastery of Santa Chiara, the church San Gregorio Armeno, the basilica of San Lorenzo Maggiore and the

Duomo.

Duration: 3 hours

Included Services: Specialized guide.

Min: 20 participants
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€ 30 per person

Bourbon Gallery

A journey through time in the subsoil of the city, through 4 centuries of Naples history, admiring the remains

of statues of the Second World War, vintage cars and motorbikes.

Duration: about 1 hour

Included: Entrance ticket

€ 20 per person

Royal Palace of Caserta and Casertavecchia

Transfer by bus from Naples. Guided tour of the Royal Apartments and the Park.

Free lunch. Transfer to San Leucio, guided tour of the Industrial Archeology section, historic apartments,

royal gardens and weaver's house.

Duration: 7/8 hours

Included Services: Transport, Specialized Guide

Not included: Entrance ticket to the Royal Palace of Caserta (Full, € 18.00 | Reduced € 2.00 (from 18 to 24

years)

Min: 30 participants

€ 75 per person

Pompeii and Herculaneum

Transfer by bus from Naples. Find out more about the archaeological site, with a guided walking tour inside

the excavations of about 2 hours, with a licensed guide. Transfer to Herculaneum, and guided tour of the

Archaeological Park.

Duration: 7/8 hours

Included Services: Transport, Specialized Guide

Not included: Pompeii entrance ticket (Full, € 17.50 | Reduced € 3.50 (from 18 to 24 years), Herculaneum

entrance ticket (Full € 13.00 | Reduced € 4.50 (from 18 to 24 years)

Min: 30 participants

€ 100 per person
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Paestum - The Valley of the Temples

Guided tour to discover the city of Paestum, called Poseidonia by the Greeks. Located at the mouth of the Sele

river it was one of the richest and most flourishing Greek colonies in southern Italy on the west coast of the

Tyrrhenian Sea. We visit the area archaeological with the temples of Hera, Neptune and Athena. Paestum,

famous for its magnificent Doric temples and the Forum, with shops and market from the Roman age. In the

Archaeological Museum, in addition to the precious artifacts found in the area, is preserved the famous fresco

of the Tomb of the diver, the only example of Greek painting of Magna Graecia.

Duration: Half day

Included Services: Transport, Specialized Guide.

Not included: Entrance ticket to the Temples of Paestum (Internal € 12.00 | Reduced € 2.00 (from 18 to 24

years)

Min: 30 participants

€ 100 per person

Excursions

Each excursion includes what is specified in the details.

Excursions guaranteed only upon reaching the minimum number of participants.

Booking procedure: 30% deposit by November 30th - balance by April 15th.

Hotel accommodation

At the moment, it is not possible to provide fixed rates for hotel accommodations, as

hotels do not guarantee the maintenance of current availability and rates between now and the next few months.

After the quotation of the hotel services, to proceed with the blocking of the rooms, it is necessary to book the

rooms themselves, upon payment of a deposit equal to 30% of the total amount, to be sent together with the

confirmation of booking.

For more information, quotes and requests for additional services, please contact

Scoop Travel Service Srl - Travel Agency and Tour Operator

Via Gian Lorenzo Bernini 90 / a - 80129 Naples

Contacts: operative@scooptravel.it -   081/5564898

3. Excursions SCOOP TRAVEL GROUPS
- shared excursions with fixed departure

Bronze Packs

Bourbon Tunnel
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Journey through time in the underground of the city. You will embark on a historical journey through 4

centuries of Naples history. You will admire the remains of statues from the Second World War, vintage cars

and motorcycles.

Included: Entrance ticket

1 hour guided tour (Italian, English)

Not included: Transport

Entrance ticket and guided tour Adult (14 - 99) € 20.00

Catacombs of San Gennaro

You will discover one of the most fascinating attractions of Naples

You will travel back in time to discover the most important catacombs of southern Italy

You will go down to the heart of the Capodimonte hill to admire the frescoes and mosaics of the tombs of the

former Christians.

Included: Entrance ticket

1 hour guided tour of the Catacombs and the Basilica of San Gennaro (Italian, English)

With the same ticket you can also visit the Catacombs of San Gaudioso and the Basilica of S.

Maria della Sanità. Discount for admission to the Cloister of Santa Chiara

Not included: Transport

Ticket and guided tour Adults (13-65) € 20.00

Historic Naples

You will visit Naples and its magnificent monuments in the company of an expert guide who will enrich yours

experience with anecdotes and interesting cultural information. You will admire the Cathedral of Naples, the

Veiled Christ

and other symbolic monuments of the historic center.

Included: Guided tour

Not included: Entrance to the San Severo Chapel

Adults € 40.00

Walking tour of the Spanish Quarters and the local market

You will explore a Naples with a thousand facets: ancient, authentic and monumental

You will taste typical street food at the picturesque Pignasecca market
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You will admire street art and life in the authentic Spanish Quarters

Included: Guide

Not included: Street food tasting

Adult (13 - 99) € 40.00

Guided urban trekking through the Pedamentina

Breathtaking views from the panoramic terrace of the Certosa di San Martino

Guided urban trekking along the Scalinata della Pedamentina

Visit of the local market and the Spanish Quarters

Included: Guide, headphones (for groups of 10 to 15 participants)

Not included: Transport, Tasting

Adult (13 - 99) € 40.00

Bike rental in Naples - Full day

Take advantage of the collection and return of the bicycle directly to your accommodation

Enjoy the beauty of Naples and its surroundings

Plan your itinerary at your own pace

Save your time by cycling in the busy city of Naples

Included: Bike rental (full day)

Helmet, lock, basket

Delivery and collection of the bicycle

Not included: Guide

Price per person (full day) € 40.00

Ruins of Pompeii: Guided walking tour

You will reach Pompeii on your own and join the group directly in Pompeii

You will discover life during the Roman Empire

You will learn more about the archaeological site through a 2-hour guided walking tour

Included: 2-hour guided tour of Pompeii with an authorized guide (Italian, English)

Priority entrance to the site

Not included: Entrance ticket to Pompeii (to be paid separately)

Adult (13 - 99) € 35.00
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Silver packages
Walking tour of the Sanità district and the Fontanelle Cemetery

You will discover the sacred and profane areas of Naples

You will explore the Neapolitan Baroque and the noble past of the Rione Sanità

You will taste the famous "snowflake".

Included: Professional guide, dessert tasting

Not included: Transport

Adult (13 - 99) € 50.00

Day trip to the ruins of Herculaneum with skip the line ticket

You will travel in comfort, taking advantage of the useful information of the on-board assistant.

You will skip the line and enter the archaeological site as fast as possible.

You will explore the site to the fullest and see what interests you most. Included: Pickup from the meeting

point, Naples airport, cruise terminal or main train station

Round trip transfer in a small group

Entrance ticket to Herculaneum (skip the line)

Not included: Live guide

Adults (13 - 99) € 60.00

Naples: Panoramic, Historical and Monumental

You will visit the three main areas: Monumental, Panoramic and Historical in one tour.

You will observe. You will discover Naples with a professional guide

Included: Round trip transportation and assistance on board

Guide service

Not included: Lunch

Adults (4 - 99) € 60.00

Walking tour of Naples and its undergrounds

Monumental Naples

Historic Naples
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Underground Naples

Included: Guide (Italian, English, Spanish)

Entrance ticket and visit to the Underground Naples

Not included: Transport

Food and beverages

Adults (13 - 99) € 50.00

Baia: tour of the submerged city by transparent canoe

You will discover the underwater archaeological park of Baia with your professional guide.

You will enjoy sailing in transparent canoes in the sea of Baiae

You will admire the submerged Roman ruins

Included: Professional guide and instructor

Transparent canoe

Equipment needed

Not included: Transport

Adults (5 - 99) € 70.00

Procida Island: Day trip from Naples with lunch

"Enjoy a day discovering the peaceful and picturesque island of Procida".

Stop for lunch at a traditional local restaurant

Round trip by ferry or hydrofoil from Naples ".

Included: "Round trip by ferry or hydrofoil".

Typical lunch (3-course menu, fruit or dessert and soft drink or 1/4 bottle of wine)

Assistance in port upon departure ".

Not included: Any extras - Guide

Adult (3 - 99) € 75.00

Ischia Island: Day trip from Naples with lunch

"You will explore the beautiful island of Ischia at your own pace".

3-course lunch included in a typical restaurant

Included: "Round trip by ferry or hydrofoil

Typical lunch (1st course, 2nd course with side dish, dessert or fruit and 1/4 bottle of wine or soft drink)
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Assistance in port upon departure ".

Not included: Any extras - Guide

Adult (3 - 99) € 75.00

Gold packages

Pompeii and Herculaneum - Guided group tour

"You will visit the Archaeological Sites of Pompeii and Herculaneum

You will discover the ruins of a lost civilization

You will treat yourself to a delicious traditional lunch ".

Included: Round trip transportation

Live guide or audio guide, lunch (drinks to be paid for separately) Entrance to Pompeii and Herculaneum ".

Not included: Extra

Adult (13 - 99) € 130.00

Pizza chef course

"You will learn the art of making authentic Neapolitan pizza in Naples.

You will get

You will enjoy your own pizza, served with an appetizer, a dessert and a soft drink.

Included: "Pizza lesson at lunch or dinner (appetizer, pizza, soft drink)

Dessert"

Not included: Extra

Adult (4 - 99) € 75.00

Wine tasting and typical lunch on the slopes of Vesuvius

"Walk through the vineyards

Guided tour of the cellar

Tasting of Lacryma Christi and typical local products ".

Included: Pick-up from the meeting point

Round-trip transportation by minivan

Guided tour of the vineyards

Lacryma Cristi wine tasting with typical lunch ".

Not included: "Extras not mentioned"

Adult (4 - 99) € 95.00
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Vesuvius and Herculaneum - Day trip with skip-the-line tickets

"Visit Vesuvius and Herculaneum in just one day

Travel in comfort

Skip the line at the ticket office ".

Included: "Round trip transportation in a small group

Skip the line entrance ticket to Herculaneum

Skip-the-Line Vesuvius Entrance Ticket ".

Not included: Guide / audio guide

Adult (13 - 99) € 90.00

Positano, Amalfi, Ravello - Luxury minivan tour

"You will travel in comfort in an air-conditioned luxury vehicle.

Allow yourself some free time in Positano, Amalfi and Ravello (1 hour each).

You will admire the splendid view from breathtaking panoramic terraces ".

Included: Hotel, meeting point, airport, port or train station pickup

Transfer on board of Mercedes V-Class

Live commentary, assistance and wifi on board

Free time in Positano, Amalfi, Ravello (1 hour each) ".

Not included: Lunch

Adults (13 - 99) € 100.00

Pompeii and Sorrento - Tour by luxury minivan

"Take some time to visit Pompeii on your own.

Take advantage of free time in Sorrento to stroll among its iconic attractions.

Travel in comfort in a luxury air-conditioned vehicle. "

Included: "Pickup from the port of Naples, the central station or a hotel in the center of Naples.

Transportation aboard a Mercedes V-Class Minivan

Free time in Pompeii and Sorrento

Free Wifi and minibar on board ".

Not included: Entrance ticket to Pompeii

Adult (13 - 99) € 100.00

Royal Palace of Caserta: Day Trip from Naples "
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You will visit the royal apartments and admire the life of the ancient nobles

You will stroll in the lush royal park "

Included: "Round trip transport by shuttle bus Priority entrance to the Royal Palace of Caserta". Not included:

Guide Adult (18 - 99) € 110.00 Young EU citizens (18 - 24) € 100.00 Child (5 - 17) € 100.00 ".

Positano, Sorrento and Pompeii: Luxury Minivan Tour

"Travel in comfort aboard a Mercedes V Class with wifi and minibar on board. Enjoy the breathtaking

panoramic tour of the Amalfi Coast and stop in Positano for free time.

You will visit Sorrento, the splendid citrus city of the Sorrento peninsula

You will explore the ruins of Pompeii, one of the most important archaeological sites in the world ".

Included: "Transfer by luxury minivan

Commentary and assistance on board

Free time to visit Positano, Sorrento (1 hour each)

Free time to visit Pompeii (2 h) ".

Not included: "Extras not mentioned"

"Adults (13 - 99) € 100.00

Paestum and Mozzarella Tasting - Tour by luxury minivan

"Travel in comfort aboard a Mercedes V-Class with wi-fi and minibar on board.

You will admire the best preserved Greek temples in the world

Guided walk through the cheese processing area on a local farm

End the experience with a buffalo mozzarella tasting ".

Included: "Round trip transfer with wi-fi on board and minibar

Free time to visit the archaeological site of Paestum

Guided tour of the mozzarella cheese factory

Final Tasting of Buffalo Mozzarella ""

Not included: Entrance ticket to the archaeological site of Paestum

"Adult (4 - 99) € 135.00"
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